K323 XS

ULTRA-SMALL, IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Hidden sound gem.

LL, IN-EAR HEADPHONES

AKG has been providing industry leadership and audio innovation to the music
business for over 65 years. Having been involved in every aspect of some of the
greatest music of all time, leading artists, producers and engineers have come to
rely on AKG headphones in their quest for audio excellence. The AKG K323 XS is
not, however, your typical AKG headphone. They’re tiny. Real tiny. Yet, they take
full advantage of AKG engineering excellence through their function and design.
Which means that, despite their miniature size, they adhere to AKG standards for
sound quality, comfort and versatility.
Despite their ultra-small, in-ear size – the smallest available with the greatest
sound – their ultra-lightweight design makes them perfect for busy, connectivedependent lifestyles.
The AKG K323 XS brings you functionality and convenience in a miniature design. AKG
never loses sight of the fact that it’s all about sound quality and having round-theclock access to it. It’s how we’ve built our reputation – two ears at a time.
The AKG K323 XS is available in three versions: with a straight cable, with a
three-button MFI remote/microphone that is compatible with the latest AppleTM
devices, and with a one-button universal remote/microphone compatible with
most Smartphones. These remotes allow you to answer and end calls, or play and
pause music, without taking your headphones off.

HIGHLIGHTS
The smallest, lightest, in-ear headphone
with the greatest sound
High-end connectivity
Award-winning, studio-quality AKG sound
As portable as you are
Unique, custom fit is key

				
		

MFI and one-button remote versions

Straight cable version

K323 XS

ULTRA-SMALL, IN-EAR HEADPHONES

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

SPECIFICATIONS

The smallest, lightest, in-ear headphone with the greatest sound
Superior sound quality and connectivity that you never expected in such an
ultra-small model.

Type
: Ultra-small, in-ear headphones with studio-		
			 quality sound and multi-device connectivity
System

: Dynamic

High-end connectivity
A wide range of connectivity with a three-button, MFI, inline remote with
microphone for instant connectivity to AppleTM devices. The one-button,
universal remote connects you to most smartphones instantly.

Impedance

: 16 ohm

Max input power

: 10mW

Frequency response

: 20-20kHz

Sensitivity

: 98dB SPL@1mW/1kHz

Driver size

: 5.8mm

Cable Length

: 1 m cable with/without mic/remote

Main connection

: 3.5mm jack

Award-winning, studio-quality AKG sound
Specially-selected 5.8mm drivers deliver precision sound with the sound
quality properties AKG has made famous.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
1 pair K323 XS in-ear headphones
Ear sleeves in four sizes (XS, S, M and L)
Carrying pouch

Colors
:
			
			
			

Black, White
(MFI and one-button remote versions)
Green, Blue, Yellow and Red
(Straight cable version)

